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Video Is just one question inside larger questions .

To present the problem

of video is to refer implicitly to the technological dimension of a given
historic soolety .

There is too often a tendency to reduce technology to Its slogle
dimension of object or tool .
Structurally, such an attitude Is no different
from that which produced the modernist technology, centred on the notion of
progress .

Now, it is precisely this notion of progress which permits

capitalism to conquor progressively the area of its reproduction .
We live according to the rule of quantity : symbolic capital of the spirit
of capitalism, which mediates as many words ordering production for the
sake of productiornp property, accumulation of capital, centralisation,
exploitation . The dominant Ideology is no longer, as in pre-industrial

societies, assured by immanent principles relevant to the historic tradition,
but tneds to be more and more legitimized in the world of objects and
finalized systems whose logic consists essentially of obscuring the present
invested to the profit of a mortgaged future .
It is in the nature of our
"empirical" societies to-assure their cohesion on the basis of effects ;
their logic never carries over to the examination of causes .

In this perspective, technology no longer appears a neutral phenomenon,
detached from the context that produces It and that It produces .

One is therefore led to ask if an alternative use of technology can
contain the potent . lal for change . No consciousness, no metter hew shapp,
is enough to undermine the work of the modernist Ideology ;
It Is still
nnceseary to give mepning to our struggles .

More specifically, it is

important to understand vid eo within a broader historic framework, considering
the conditions of its Introduction, Its specific character, and Its potential
role In the Ideologic battle .

Video Is a means of practical analysis .
The Importance of video, as a means of Information and communication,
resides in its potential for criticism towards the structures and dominant
processes of Information and communication .

A person utilizing video shoOd

first understand that video Is not television . What we call institutional
and commercial television Is often unfortunately the only reference for the
user of video ;
system .

the novice starts out hoping only to become part of that

In this circumstance, he is forced to subscribe unconditionally to
the component mechanisms of the economic market . Then, Inevitabll, he
must get used to the Idea that the content of his broadcast Is, as they say,
the property of the sponsor,
What is not pointed out in the rationale of the mass media,

is that this

mechanism has permitted the economic market to have a terminal Installed in
each home. We must await the Introduction of the computer Into the

communications system to move from an economy essentially of merchandise to
one of information . We have already imagined the formulation of an electronic
substitute for the credit card, to provide Information services, banking
services, and shopping in the home . Indeed, no small ambition, certain high

priests of unilateral communication have committed themselves to the concept
of a "university without walls" . . . in short, their use of standardized
techniques can only endorse an imperialist perceptual model .
Our portrait of the Institutionel perspective will serve on the one hand
to demonstrate the operational character of the dominant information structure,

and on the other hand, to make it clear that video can and must concern Itself
with the practical criticism of those mechanisms .
Video is essentially a breaking away from a unidirectional, aniquivocal
scheme of information and communication .
Video permits a decentralisation of the means of production, and by

this fact makes possible a broader access to the means of Information and
communication .

Thus, those who do not possess the technical expertise

demanded (unnecessarily) by "communication specialists", can nevertheless
find their own expression through the simplicity of portable video .
It is perfectly conceivable and desirable that different groups or,
Individuals have divergent points of view for diffegiet problem; .and furkhermore,
that those using the,,mechanics of feedback as a means of constantly
reintroducing real-time (actualisation of contenek Into deferred time
(the linearity of pre-recorded Information) be given special Importance .

In this regard, it is interesting to underline that Institutional
practice, essentially engaged In a process of distribution of pre-recorded
i

aa*eru packages, on the one hand overdetermines the very structure of

mass communication, and on the other hand, denies the notion of real-time

Inherent in the structure of electronic media,
Those who are called communication specialists too often have nothing
to comnun i ca to .
We live in an age of super-saturation of information, where the mass-media
universe takes on more and more the colour of an empty and uniform landscape
in which the observer becomes more and more passive .

Video is an instrument of cybernetic guerhiia warfare .
It Is not our Intention to create new stock slogans (the privileged
aim of agents/clerks of the modernist ideology), nor to promote the computer
commerce .

Qutte to the contsary ;

we are [stead borrowing the expression of

Paul Ryan in his book birth and Death and Cybernnation , of which the following
is an extract :
"Inherent in cybernetic guerilla warfare is the absolute necessity of
having the people participate as fully as possible . This can be done

in an information environment by insisting on ways of feeding bawk for
human enhancement rather than feeding of people for the sake of
concentration of power through capital, pseudomythologles or withheld
information . . . because the portable video tool only enables you to
fight on,a small scale in an irregular way at this time (15 ;U) .
Running to the newworks with portable video seems rear view mirror
at best, reactionary at worst .

What [s critical

is to develop an

Information infrastructure to cable where feedback and relevant
access routes can be set up as part of the process ."

Many projects die: In the egg from having had too much publicity ;
anticipation is a sign of the times .
We can no longer dream of a McLuhanesque global village, unless he was
referring to a world with the machinery of government in the hands of the
multi=nationals . Guerilla warfare is, it seems, an affair of patience (Vietnam) .
To the extent that one would hope to give a greater scope or effectiveness to
video, one must think In terms of distribution .

From this point of view, cable

television has appeared an Important tool, but only after relieving certain
peoblems of structure-and organisation . Cable is first of all a communication
industry, of which the rules and conditions have been fixed by the state and
by private enterprise . One must therefore consider the question of standards
(1/2" / .1"), of timetables for distribution and of conditions for production .

Could one bypass such constraints?

To what extent can cable be

adapted to video, without necessarily giving it an institutional character?
What are the conditions and mechanisms of a true participation?
It is difficult to reply categorically to such questions, given that
the procedure of distribution is invested with attitudes and Intentions
that
are often contradictory .
Importance is given to the control of information
and the predominance of critical perspective, yet too often an under3tanding

of communication is overshadowed by simple enthusiasm and halt of production .
The matte-do system of distribution and exchange of videotapes has
appeared up until now as the most effective mechanism in the diffusion of
productions and of Information reeevant to the medium .
Video is not an
institution ;
that is its importance with regards to freedom of content and
flexibility of approach .
We have already insisted on the decentrallsed character of the video
medium. Consequantly, one should stress the importance of content of a
non-institutional sort .

However,
new and complementary format?

i3 this new content

being

presented in a

W~ahmttul~ax~xxraxrr~~x
Video too often depends oa a filmic conception of form, linear and
narrative . The television medium has been described as radio-with-pictures ;
this Is an attitude too often repaated In work with vldeota?aa .

Video Is first of all a .visual medium .
It 1s thes Important to be
aware of the specificity of the medium, using the image Itself to express and
reinforce the Information content .
With this in mind, one must restore an experimental approach x-%i to

xaakxfaxtaxthiLxinfmusntiaxxamxamx the video medium, systematically exk lor i ng
the unsuspected potential of the electronic Image .
We have lived only too long in Ignorance of media
r

;

t~ genesis of then

means of communication Is none other than the history of tip graying
autonomy .' It is In 'this sense that bringing their mechanisms up to date will
define for us their " Ic power, anti more specifically, inform us about the
role that they assume In the constitution of a principle of r.eality .
Consequently, we prefer an .anslytic approach shown more to clarify,
rather titan to hide, the themes and mechanisms of visual communication .

Our primary Interest in video Is in the element at once the most
simple and the most complex of all mediated wtda*e vision : the Image . We must
understand that what appears ao the screen is not reality, but Instead the
image of reality .

This Is true even If one generally has the Impression of
being able to penetrate Into thi nlIT81 ebefore us .
Such a mechanism is none
other than a learned vision, essentially conditioned by a normalised system
of representation of three-dimensional space .

The notion of linear perspective, rationalised in the fourteenth
century, has appeared as an inherent law in the transfer of a three-dimensional
reality to Its appearance In the construction of a two-dimensional surface .

Our technology of communication, in its criteria of high-fidelity, has only
reproduced these conventions in what we call : standardised vision .

The conventions of representation, cartesian space and linear thought,
are becoming obsolete .
For many, these questions are only formal considerations . There
,remain, no less historically an entire culture defined and constructed through
,~ mediated systems, nmht§uous messengers of reality .
Our project appears ambitious, but it would be more so If we were to
propose then rsjsctlon of the principle of "camera ohscura" common to all
processes of optical image information . We are not waiting for Information

;science to form a memory bank of visual archetypes of reality .
But whether
j~we want it or not the computers are at work, ready to give us an encoded
reality, the synthetic fruit of our wise classifications .
Consequtntly, the cholse Is only clearer for those who reject an
i uxistence dominated ty stereotypes .

Now, we find ourselves confronted by two alternatives : the first,
more theoretical, is a kind of symbolic death to the reductive world of
appearances ;
vision,

the second, more practical, Is the deconditioning,of mediated
In the exploration of non-standardised constructions, In the margin

of the forms of too-direct allusions to the principle of reality .

(1) km shall have the opportunity to return in a more specific way to this
question, of major importance to our practical work.

Paradoxically, we are researching "high-fidelity" in "low-fidelity",
that Is, there where we expect to find I t
Let images remain Images . . . life will be less dominated by Illusion .
Images, technology, alienation, social life, cybernetics, Information,

everyday life, cc,raurunicatlon and the alternative :

none of these can really

he separated .
The intontlon of this text Is not to create new norms ;
to product: idras midwiy between propositions and hypotheses ;

at most, it Is
in short, to

give birth to reflection . . .
The question is posed :

what is video?
Rewind please .

Wpilogue : On the World cf Art
The final argument of the mystif less of Art Is precisely : the work
as mythl : structure .
Such an at itudo, hisc:orically reactionary and !ry definitlon opaque, Is
nbti®ng but taaa product of art i n:tel isntuai ol lgarchy of tlro rl jht a -id of Its

activity to justify its privileges .
:'orLcq;aently, vi

think that with. :;r situation cAn only nrns'< the social,

political and econxc i c reasons for the e:xi s tenrm of the Art vMor l d .
Without plunging us too much into rigid do, i-azrtlsm, r," e

that Vat prcducticri

of

Seri11

say only

"knowla^lye" does not escape from the laws and rules

of economic politics ant! that Its exchange value responds d4krectly to the
artificial creation of needs .
It Is essentially a place for the setting up

of hierarchic structure:, based on the creation and appropriation of codes .
Furthsrmorr, ths Art world has made of Art an exceptlanalised realm

of existence, rem;ved From the fundamental ambivalence of We
ie .

Tho

Artists, socially untonscious, are nothing but "ideal subjects" enslaved
Ly the pr-:,motion of iunwnent, ahistorical desires . These blind ambitions are
at most the subtle vehicles of hierarchisation and of its corollary : the

expression of porter .

Since the world of Art has construed and digested the principle of Its
abolition, the situation Is even more evident . Why waste time in the
labyrinths of "spectacle"?

There are many other things to do, first of which is the struggle at

all levels for the affirmation of life .
"To have your photo on the cover of TIME magazine is to
receive the kiss of death."
`
William Burroughs
A word to the wise . . .
Eventually, there are no more images .

